
CLPPodcast #515 8/9/22 "Easy Poker Concepts Derived from a 5 
hour Session Part 1" 
 

• CLP NFL Survivor Pool (look for an email coming and details in the 
Survivor Pool channel in Discord) 

• More on Suited Connectors and rule of 15-25-35 
a) 2 pair gets counterfeit only 75% equity w 2 pair vs overpairs  
b) Chance of flopping a set around 12% chances of flopping 2 pair are 2%, 

trips 1.3% so about 1/30 or so add to that some big combo draws to get 
the 25x  

c) reverse implied odds of small pairs when ULTRA Deep Samoleus 1 
Podcast 

• Garrett and Andy hand Youtube 

• Etiquette of discussing poker hands and theory at the table  
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Chasers Session  
2/5 $1k cap.   
 
1. Open to 15 CO Ac Tc, btn and sb call. Flop is KK4hh xxx. Turn 2xx btn 10 call I fold. 
River 5h. X/X sb has KJo?? 

a. Concept -- Early in session with new players it's important to watch 
showdowns and pay attention to both preflop and post flop play. Use a 
collection of "seen" hands to quickly characterize a player as good or bad NOT 
tight or loose. Tight or loose characterizations are overrated, usually loose 
means bad and tight means good. I have never in 15 years seen a "good" LAG 
(loose aggressive) at a 2/5 game when there bigger games available. It's nearly 
impossible to win even as a good "lag" if opponents are playing even remotely 
well preflop.  

 
2. Straddled pot. I limp in with K5o in BB. Qj7ss X/X 5 X/X. River 7. I bet 10 called 
and am good.  

b. Concept -- Thin value  
 
3. Mandatory Strat except one guy. Open AQo folded through. 5+3 but no 
modified.  

c. Concept -- Don't hassle one guy that doesn’t straddle keep it going. Rake vs a 
drop and promotional rake/drop % of house commission  

https://crushlivepoker.com/podcasts/samoleus-1
https://crushlivepoker.com/podcasts/samoleus-1
https://youtu.be/p5_AY3B1158


c 
4. Limp, CO 35, SB calls I call straddle w AJo maybe 3!? 925 xxx. 9dd. Sb leads 50 2 
calls. River 3. Sb checks limper bets fold and SB sigh calls with 96o limper the T5cc.  

d. Concept -- New to the table take 50/50 3! passively but notice super wide 
ranges preflop to make any mixed strategy lead to more aggressive route 

 
5. My straddle and T5 dude opens to 15 sb calls I call 55. x bet fold and I fold. KQ3.  

e. Concept -- Be far more willing to peel lightly with a pair that connects with 
the board, especially with probably kicker that does not interact with a raising 
range. Like having 43s here instead of 44-88 

 
6. Tight kid to 35 I call sb 6d 6c. HU. Kd 4h 2d. X 55 I fold. If smaller call w backdoors  

f. Concept -- you should be overfolding to large cbet sizing. Don't feel bad about 
doing so as if opponent is overbluffing he is risking far too much and you will 
show a return with the hands you should defend with like top pair and draws. 

 
7. S7 kid limps I raise $40 on btn w Ah Tc. Tight kid calls straddle limper calls. A55r 
checked through! Turn K. X/60 I call. $240. River 6. He bets 100 I call he has 44. Maybe 
I would blast a chop if checked to on river vs better players. Repping KK 

g. Concept -- You can check ace low kicker some of the time and if paint cards 
come and you're checked to on the river one can blast off of a chop 
representing one of the paint cards as a boat (not that useful at low stakes) 

 
8. I open QJcc UTG get 5 calls. 964hhc and I check.  

h. Concept -- Number one "factor" in the Cbet Bluffing Matrix is number of 
players in a hand. Don't cbet into a super mutliway fields with a backdoor 
draws or air. If you are playing with many bad players and onely one or two 
otjher good players, notice when the other good players Cbet in ultra-multiway 
spots and OVERFOLD to their cbets. If they are good they aren’t Cbet bluffing 
that multiway.  

 
+200 at 2/5 (5/10)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


